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All the scores

Gents Compound

1 Mike Gissing 562 Gold

2 Dave Fellman 561 Silver

Gents Recurve

1 John Hammond 564 Gold

2 Rob Garnham 550 Silver

3 Rob Spindley 532 Bronze

4 Colin Betts 520

5 Chris Vince 518

6 Les Harris 517

7 Alan Munson 516

8 Dave Hamilton 515

9 Dave Morrow 496

10 Jay House 495

10 Mike McLeod 495

12 Steven Edwards 479

13 Stephen Wood 474

14 Paul Henry 428

15 Matthew Skilton 367

16 Dave Lettington 331

Longbow

1 Ade Burch 443 Gold

Junior Gents Recurve

1 Piers Skilton 495 Gold

2 Ross Trinder 474 Silver

Junior  Ladies Recurve

1 Rosie Reynolds 392 Gold

Ladies Recurve

1 Rachel Goode 422 Gold
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The comp – a view from the sidelines
When I got there the shoot was halfway through, and although the faces were all familiar there was 
something very odd about them.

The atmosphere   - was heavily laced with adrenoline and an aura of steely determination, and when 
you looked into (some) people's eyes you could see beneath their nervous smiles that hidden lust for 
gold.         A scary sight and not for those of a nervous disposition.

By contrast there were those who knew they would not be on the medal list and they were more 
relaxed and just enjoying the day.                                                                                                           
No nervous energy there, just the joy of shooting with their (rather uptight) mates.

Ross and Yvonne -  I had to admire these two as they had to wait until the competition was over 
before going head to head for the final match which was going to be watched by all.  They  knew they 
were to be the centre of attention - how nerve wracking that must have been - but in the end they both 
carried it off like true professionals.

Their prep for the H2H though was very different and I wonder if it had any effect on the outcome.

If you shoot the comp first, you  risk being cream crackered for your big final. If you don't shoot and 
save your strength for the contest the waiting can turn you into a nervous wreck. To shoot or not to 
shoot that was the question. 

Yvonne, being on call, did not have the choice and had to miss the comp and wait. Standing beside her 
I could tell she was a bit  nervous (but some say I have that effect on all people !)                            
Ross being young and full of  confidence and the strength of youth just went for the lot and in the end 
it paid off.  Being (slightly) older than both of them put together, I would have found it very hard to go 
another five rounds after shooting a Portsmouth!

The scoring – I have never seen such screwed-up painful facial expressions as was visible when they 
all came to add up and check-and recheck-and recheck their scores. You would have thought they were
sitting an advanced further maths exam!

Lady Paramount and the medals  -  our Lady Paramount for the day was Natalie Skilton, and a jolly
good job she made of it. She was obviously mighty popular at the medal distribution because this led 
on to ....................................

The kissing - I was much amused when it came to Mike Gissing's turn for a medal and he decided to 
add a kiss (or two) to the formal handshake.  The following medallists, opting to follow suit  meant that
the following photos gave the event what can be politely described as a very continental look!     
(I think we need to get the timing better for the kissing and the photos).

 Funny though – I noticed that Piers reverted to the more reserved handshake, presumably not wanting 
to face the embarrassment of kissing his mum in public,  and certainly not where he could be 
photographed!

The Judge – John Goode did not come through unscathed however nor did he receive any kisses.

 Casting aside all financial and filial inducements to be otherwise, John was  scrupulously fair in all his
decisions. This was not to the liking of some of the contestants  who were hoping for a more 'lenient' 
decision about their slightly wonky shooting. As a result, not only was his parentage and eyesight 
called into question but he got a battering from his own daughter for not agreeing with one of her calls,
and he was also greeted by a chorus of boos  when being thanked by the Chairman.  It's a good job 
John has broad shoulders and  (hopefully) a very forgiving nature.

All in all a typical and very enjoyable Blue Arrows Competition.

Jim
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The scoring

 

7 add  8 is err... anyone got a calculator?

Right it's 6 down and carry the one.

I seem to have a total of eight hundred and thirty two!

You're lucky mine adds up to twenty nine point six

I need more fingers!
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The Head to Head Final

Yvonne and Ross getting ready for the
start of the H2H.

Both looked calm and if they were
nervous they were hiding it well.

They both put on a very creditable
performance dealing very well with the

pressure of the event.

Ross, however, being well warmed up and
having been shooting the same distance for
a couple of hours was soon into his stride

and took the title.

The final score was

Ross 160

Yvonne 150

A great performance from you
both and congratulations to Ross

who looks well pleased with
himself at receiving  the much

coveted trophy. 
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Jon Hammond        Gents recurve gold  Mike Gissing               Gents compound gold  

Ade Burch         Longbow gold 

Rachel Goode     Ladies recurve gold  

   Piers Skilton   Junior Gents recurve gold

 Rosie Reynolds        Junior Ladies Gold
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Ross Trinder

Junior Gents Recurve

with a score of 474

Rob Spindley

Gents Recurve Bronze

with a score of 532

David Fellman

Gents Compound Silver

with a score of 561

Rob Garnham

Gents Recurve Silver

with a score of 550



Dave Lettington wasn't after a medal but
he did get the prize for the worst black

Steven Edwards was awarded the Lady
Paramount prize.     

Thanks John- I don't think they really meant
it.

Thanks Natalie. You're still blushing after
all those kisses!

Finally a presentation to Rob Garnham
who has just stepped down as club

treasurer.

    Thanks to Rob the club is now on a
financially sound footing.

Thanks Rob.

 (Enjoy the six month holiday you have
just booked in the Bahamas and don't
worry – we won't ask where the money

came from)
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